Butch on eBay

Like most Wild Bunch researchers, I had never given much thought to the authenticity of Butch Cassidy’s letters. That is, until last November, when Utah document dealer Brent Ashworth posted item number 1033349069, “Butch Cassidy/Mormon/Photograph/Mark Hofmann,” on eBay, the Internet auction service. In his description of the photograph, Ashworth wrote that it had been among “forged items” he had purchased from Mark Hofmann. He added that Hofmann had a real interest in Butch Cassidy and his exploits and once sold me a forged letter of Cassidy which later appeared in several Old West magazines.” I was the only bidder, and the photograph was mine. When it arrived, it appeared to be a criminal filing card, carte-de-visite size, such as the Pinkertons and police departments used in the late 19th century, before the days of computers, to keep track of malefactors.

As I studied the item with a loupe, I could readily detect that it was a forgery. The photograph was of modern vintage, and the card stock was also recent and freshly cut (that is, recent in the sense of within the past few decades). Also, the card bore no indication of which police agency had prepared it. All in all, the workmanship did not speak well for Hofmann’s legendary forging skills.

But I was more intrigued by Ashworth’s comment about the “forged letter of Cassidy.” Which one was the fake? There must be a story here. (Ironically, Anne Meadows and I had relied on all the letters attributed to Cassidy in writing “History vs. The History Channel,” which appeared in the WOLA Journal’s Spring 2001 issue.) Several weeks and numerous e-mails, telephone calls, and library visits later, the prospect of a single Cassidy forgery had blossomed into perhaps three, and the number of people who had handled the letters grew even more. I still don’t know if I found them all.

In the course of my sleuthing, I also learned something about the world of antiquarians. Documents often change hands via sales and trades among dealers multiple times. They might own the same historic piece of paper more than once and, with the passage of time, forget when and from whom they obtained it. And I learned that dealers are not by inclination detectives; they sell, but do not investigate. So documents with a possible taint are apt to remain on the market, perhaps with an advisory, perhaps not. Similarly, collectors, in their quest to own a unique treasure, will often overlook their own suspicions. Caveat emptor is as frequently ignored as is “Don’t Walk.”

It turns out that the photograph I bought on eBay may not have been a Mark Hofmann invention, after all. A fake, yes, but perhaps not by him. Another unsolved mystery.

—Daniel Buck

By Daniel Buck

Butch Cassidy spent the first thirty-five years of his life in the United States, yet only three letters purportedly written by him during that period have ever been found: An 1890 letter to a brother, an 1896 letter to a jailed friend’s wife, and an undated note to his attorney.

The first document is a two-page letter, dated March 13, 1890, mailed to a Lorenzo Watson with an instruction to “Kindly pass this letter on to Daniel S. Parker.” Written in pencil, it carries the salutation, “My Dear Brother,” and is signed, “This from your brother Bob.” Butch Cassidy’s real name was Robert LeRoy Parker.1 Surviving with the letter is the original stamped and canceled envelope in which it was mailed to Watson.2

The second is a three-page letter,
Cloud over Cassidy Letters
dated August 25, 1896, also written in pencil, and addressed to “Mrs. Rosa Warner,” his outlaw pal Matt Warner’s wife, and signed “George Cassidy,” the alias he was using in those days. The text of the letter, slightly redacted, was published in a Utah newspaper the following month.

The third is an undated, unsigned note written in ink and bearing the salutation, “Damn you Preston,” presumably directed at Cassidy’s attorney at the time, Douglas A. Preston. The text first appeared in print in an outlaw history published in 1938.

The holographic (that is, handwritten) originals of these documents were not found until many decades after they were purportedly written. All three surfaced in Utah in the early 1980s, when prolific forger Mark Hofmann was active there, but little attention has been paid to the possibility that he created them.

While still in his twenties, Hofmann, the son of a Salt Lake City mortician, became a historic document dealer of phenomenal skill and good fortune. He discovered singular and often controversial Mormon manuscripts (for example, the “White Salamander” letter, which told of a strange vision by church founder Joseph Smith) and rare Americana (including a heretofore unknown poem by Emily Dickinson in her own hand, a long-lost Daniel Boone letter in his hand, and the only extant copies of The Oath of a Freeman, the first English-language
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of a trial.) During his appearance before the Utah Board of Pardons and Parole for final sentencing, Hofmann expressed no remorse for his crimes. He was sentenced to life without parole.

Hofmann’s shadow still haunts scholars and collectors because so many documents passed through his hands. He had embarked on his criminal career while still in college, in the mid-1970s. Over little more than a decade, hundreds of Hofmann-linked documents had made their way into public and private collections across the United States. Some documents were complete forgeries; others were authentic documents that Hofmann had altered to increase their value. The chief forensic document examiner in the Hofmann case, George J. Throckmorton, studied several hundred items linked to him and found none of any significance that had not been faked or altered. “Hofmann forged,” Throckmorton said, “anything that could be of value.” Now in private practice as a questioned document examiner, he is still called upon to evaluate Hofmann material. “There are more than 100, say upwards of 130, Hofmann forgeries still out there waiting to be found,” he said. Debunking manuscripts, however, is not a profession that wins friends. “Who wants to be told their $30,000 document is a forgery?” Throckmorton asked. And the bill for such bad news can cost as much as $1,500.9

There were some indications, during and soon after the investigation, that Hofmann might have forged Cassidy material. Utah lawyer and documents dealer Brent Ashworth, who is thought by some to have been Hofmann’s intended third victim, said that on one occasion during their many transactions (Hofmann is estimated to have sold him more than $200,000 worth of bad documents), he returned photographs of Butch Cassidy and fellow outlaw Matt Warner.10 “They’re fakes” Ashworth said he told Hofmann, because they were mounted on paper inconsistent with the alleged period of the photos. Hofmann obligingly agreed, telling Ashworth that he had bought them from a less than reputable person, about whom they had to be “careful.”11 Ashworth also recalled that during their meetings, Hofmann “expressed an interest” in Western bandits.12

Another indication of Hofmann’s interest in outlaws came from Throckmorton, who said he found “signed Butch Cassidy photographs” among the boxes of evidence removed from Hofmann’s home.13

Furthermore, a 1988 search of Hofmann’s prison cell yielded his handwritten inventory, titled on the front side, “Mormon and Mormon-Related Autographs that I Forged.” Among the list of sixty-one names on that side was Butch Cassidy. On the other side were non-Mormon names, including those of Emily Dickinson, Daniel Boone, and Billy the Kid.14

The letters make their debut

The existence of the original, handwritten copies of the three letters Cassidy allegedly wrote in the United States was discussed in an article by Steve Lacy and Jim Dullenty in the Winter 1984 issue of Old West.15 Nowhere in the article, however, do the authors explain where the
documents came from. Where had these weathered sheets of foolscap been hiding for almost a century? They appeared as if out of thin air.\textsuperscript{16} (Several other Cassidy letters, written during his years in South America, are also discussed in the article, but their provenance is clearly explained.)

Dulienty, who operates a bookstore in Montana, recalled only that Lacy, a Utah school teacher, had supplied the three letters, or at least photocopies of them, when they collaborated on their article.\textsuperscript{17} Lacy said that Salt Lake Tribune columnist Harold Schindler had provided him with a photocopy of the 1890 letter, but that he didn’t know where Schindler, who died in 1998,\textsuperscript{18} had gotten it or who had the original.\textsuperscript{19}

During a subsequent conversation, Lacy volunteered that he had known Mark Hofmann. He said that they had met twice at the Mormon Church headquarters in Salt Lake City, where both had been doing research. He also said they had met twice more “downtown.” Lacy also offered that “Hofmann hadn’t forged as many documents as people thought. He would have had to have been forging night and day for years to have produced all the forgeries attributed to him.”

In particular, Lacy said, “there are some LDS documents that the church claims Hofmann wrote that I believe are authentic, but I have no evidence for this apart from my own opinion.”

Lacy did say, “Hofmann asked me about Butch Cassidy and Matt Warner, casually, perhaps to try to sell me something.” Lacy denied having ever bought anything from the forger. Pressed for more details about his relationship with Hofmann, Lacy abruptly said that he couldn’t remember anything else because he had “suffered a heart attack” and it “had affected [his] memory.”

His memory loss seemed restricted to his relationship with Hofmann, however. He discoursed for another half hour about his visit as a child to Rico, Colorado, in the 1950s; his many chats with Matt Warner’s daughter Joyce in the 1970s and 1980s; his search for Matt Warner’s son Rex’s grave; his search for Butch’s brother Arthur Parker’s grave; and his conversations over several decades with sundry Parker family members and friends, including stories he had heard
that Dan Parker had “impersonated Butch” and “joked around about being” his famous outlaw brother, and that “Butch had attended his father’s funeral in 1938, the year after his sister Lula claimed he had died in Spokane.”

Some ten years ago, Schindler, a respected Utah journalist and historian, related a completely different account of the source of the 1890 letter. In “Discovered: A New Letter by Butch,” published in the Salt Lake Tribune Sunday Magazine, Schindler wrote that Lacy, whom he described as an inveterate document hunter, had discovered the letter:

It was on one of these forays earlier this year that [Lacy] had occasion to be doing business with a collector in early American documents. “We were trading some material on the Wild Bunch. Then he mentioned he owned a letter written by Butch Cassidy. Something he had just located, never been published or publicized.”

According to the collector, he got the letter from a third party who bought a small packet of correspondence from an antique dealer in Logan. The “third party” also had recognized the significance of the letter and wanted a stiff price for it in the resale.

Lacy told Schindler that the letter had not been for sale, but that he had obtained a photocopy in order to help establish its provenance. In a photograph accompanying the article, a somber looking Lacy is displaying the letter: “Steve Lacy’s penchant is uncovering new information on the Wild Bunch of Robbers Roost, especially Butch Cassidy. Lacy has discovered what he believes is a previously unpublished, unpublicized letter written by Parker/Cassidy in 1890.”

So which was it? Lacy got it from Schindler, or vice versa?

Lacy failed to respond to several messages left on his answering machine or sent by e-mail. Finally, he replied by e-mail, but cryptically, in the third-person: “Dr. Steve Lacy is unavailable for telephone calls and e-mails for 4-6 weeks as he had surgery and is in Nev.”

The next week, however, Lacy was located at the school in Utah where he teaches, apparently none the worse for wear. He was surprised by the telephone call. “How did you get this number?” he asked. As for the surgery that had rendered him incommunicado, he said that he was going to Nevada for that “next week.”

Questioned about the other two letters written by Cassidy in the United States that had been featured in his and Dullenty’s article, Lacy said that he had no idea where they had come from. “I don’t remember,” he answered emphatically. But after further discussion, he recalled that he “probably [had] got a photocopy” of the 1896 letter from Cassidy to Mrs. Warner “from Matt Warner’s daughter Hayda.” He had no idea what became of the original of the letter. As for the “Damn you Preston” note, Lacy allowed that he might have seen it at the Utah State Historical Society. He wasn’t sure.

When asked again about the 1890 letter, Lacy repeated his story that Schindler had given him a photocopy.
What about Schindler’s 1893 newspaper article? Lacy with some asperity shot back, “I know what you’re talking about. I didn’t discover the letter. Schindler showed it to me. I had nothing to do with it. I don’t know where he got it.”

“Did it come from Mark Hofmann?” “I have no idea,” Lacy replied.

“So is the entire article false?” “Well,” Lacy said, “I’ve never thought about it that way.”

Didn’t Schindler quote Lacy about how he – Lacy – had discovered the 1890 letter? “The quotes don’t really say that,” Lacy protested. As for the photograph of Lacy displaying his discovery, he said, “but the letter’s a photocopy.” Photocopy or not, the article plainly called Lacy the letter’s discoverer.

Had Lacy ever tried to set the record straight about the article? No. He appeared unconcerned that a feature story in the Sunday magazine of a major Utah newspaper by a venerable Western historian incorrectly credited him with a major outlaw-document discovery that had been, he now says, made by the historian himself.

Lacy had a point, though not the one he was making. It could be argued that the discoverer of the letter was the “collector” with whom Lacy had been trading, or perhaps the “third party” from whom the collector had bought the letter, or even the “antique dealer in Logan” from whom the third party had purchased the letter. But who were these people? Was Hofmann the “collector”? Another reading of Lacy’s tale might lead to the conclusion that they didn’t exist. The puzzle was fast becoming a Cretan paradox.

eBay opens a Pandora’s box

In late 2001, Ashworth had put up for sale on eBay, the Internet auction service, a vintage photograph of Butch Cassidy forged by Hofmann, that is, a modern reproduction faked so as to appear to be a more valuable antique print. Ashworth was selling it, not as an antique, but as a Hofmann fake, an association piece. The image was pasted on a card in the manner of the mug-shot filing cards used by the police in the late 1800s. In his description of the item, Ashworth wrote, “Hofmann had a real interest in Butch Cassidy and his exploits and once sold me a forged letter of Cassidy which later appeared in several Old West magazines.”

In a subsequent communication, Ashworth said that in 1984 Hofmann had sold him “eight or nine other police photos” that had been “created out of whole cloth by Hofmann,” but that he had proffered as “authentic.” As for which was the forged letter he had mentioned on eBay, Ashworth said that he thought it was “the supposed letter of Cassidy to his brother Dan Parker.” But he wasn’t entirely certain. “The letter looks real good and, perhaps, it is authentic, but I really doubt it, since I cannot find a prior owner to Hofmann. The story Hofmann gave me I believe to be a fabrication, just like the letter.” (Ashworth was referring to the same 1890 letter Schindler had described as having been discovered by Steve Lacy in 1983.) Hofmann had “offered me this 1890 letter in 1983 or 1984, as near as I can recall. He said he had acquired it from the Parker family, but I
In a later e-mail, Ashworth said that Hofmann might have told him that he had obtained the 1890 letter from Kerry Ross Boren. Boren is a controversial outlaw-history researcher with a penchant for outlandish tales. He has written, for example, that the Sundance Kid escaped from South America and went to the Middle East, where he trained Lawrence of Arabia in the art of derailing trains and became a devotee of the 12th century Persian poet Omar Khayyam. Not to be outdone by Sundance’s feats, Boren himself claims to be the heir to the throne of Ireland. In 1983, Boren murdered his wife, and he now resides in the same Utah penal institution as Hofmann. Contacted recently via e-mail, Boren said that the 1890 letter was a “known forgery” and that it was “last known to be in the possession of Steve Lacy.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>187</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>George Cassidy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alias</td>
<td>Burt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>5'11&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>150 lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexion</td>
<td>Light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hair</td>
<td>Dark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eyes</td>
<td>Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beard</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teeth</td>
<td>Natural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nationality</td>
<td>New York, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marks and Scars</td>
<td>Cut above left eye, scar on back of head, scar left</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrested</td>
<td>July 15, 1884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remarks</td>
<td>Discharged</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

...was never able to find a family member who said they had seen it.”

Assuming Schindler’s account was true, had Lacy obtained a photocopy of the 1890 letter from Hofmann, the anonymous “collector”? That possibility is suggested by a friend of Lacy’s, who said Lacy had told him the 1890 letter had come from Hofmann. And so had Hofmann forged the letter, and made up the fable of the “third party” and the “antique dealer in Logan”? He customarily provided faux provenances for his forgeries. Or was Hofmann selling an authentic letter that he really had bought from someone else, the mysterious third party?
Some years ago, Jerald Tanner, a well-known critic of the Mormon Church who was one of the first people to suspect Hofmann of forgery, looked into a possible link between Boren and Hofmann, but found nothing. Moreover, during the bombing investigation in 1985, Boren was questioned by police, but they apparently determined that he did not know Hofmann or any other of the principals.

The 1890 letter is the only one of the three that did not appear in print prior to its discovery in the 1980s. At the time Cassidy allegedly wrote it, his brother was in hiding after the December 20, 1889, robbery of a Wyoming stagecoach. Indeed, in his letter Cassidy refers to Dan's being in hiding. Bill Betenson, a Parker descendant who has taken a serious interest in the history of the family, wrote, "While Dan was in hiding he allegedly received a letter from his brother Butch." (Emphasis supplied.) His use of the word "allegedly" suggested that Betenson had doubts about the letter's authenticity.

Cassidy biographer Richard Patterson noted a curious error in the letter's text: The outlaw indicated that "he was living 'in a good house about 18 miles from Lander,'" when in fact his ranch at the time was about 75 miles from Lander.

There is a collateral mystery: If a forger was at work, from what did he copy Cassidy's handwriting? The only other holographic Cassidy document that would have been readily available for public inspection in the late 1970s or early 1980s was a two-page fragment of an August 10, 1902, letter that he wrote from Argentina to a woman in Utah. One of her descendants provided a photocopy of the letter to the Utah State Historical Society in 1965, and soon thereafter the original was donated. Not only is the provenance of this manuscript solid, but Hofmann was only eleven in 1965. His epistolatory career was still some years off.

The 1902 letter, however, lacks a signature page. The 1890 letter is signed "Bob Parker" and "Bob," and has the name "George Cassidy" written in a postscript. The 1896 letter is signed "George Cassidy." Did the forger make up Cassidy's signature out of whole cloth on both letters? Is the 1890 letter authentic and the 1896 letter a forgery—or vice versa? Or did the forger add the "George Cassidy" postscript to the 1890 letter? One of Hofmann's tricks was to alter genuine documents in order to increase their value or to help him authenticate a related deceit.

The 1896 letter is delivered, finally

Craig Fouts, a document dealer in San Diego and photo editor of True West, has been buying, selling, trading, and collecting Western Americana for more than twenty years. At one time or another he has owned all three of the Cassidy letters in question, two of which he had purchased from Ashworth and one from Lacy.

After rummaging through his files, Fouts found some pertinent correspondence. First, in August 1983, he received a letter from veteran Wild Bunch writer and Utah rancher Pearl Baker, who wrote that Lacy had recently sent her a
copy of an 1890 letter from Cassidy to his brother, and that Lacy said that he had the original. Whatever Lacy’s connection with the 1890 letter, Fouts ultimately bought it in 1986 from Ashworth who told him that it had been purchased from a “Logan, Utah, antique dealer.”

Second, Fouts found a May 1985 letter from Lacy himself, offering to sell him the 1896 Cassidy letter to Mrs. Warner, the one Lacy said he never had and didn’t know the whereabouts of. Fouts bought it from Lacy a few weeks later and sold it to a private collector in 1988. Lacy declined to comment on the correspondence Fouts had found linking him to the 1890 and 1896 letters.

As for the text of Cassidy’s 1896 letter to Matt Warner’s wife, it was published in the Salt Lake Herald on September 13, 1896, while Matt was standing trial for murder. The trial had generated a great deal of publicity, including speculation that Cassidy had recently robbed a bank in Montpelier, Idaho, in order to raise money for his friend’s defense. The letter was addressed to Mrs. Rosa Warner, although in her husband’s memoirs he refers to her as “Rose.”

The letter as published was incomplete in three respects. It left out the name of a “Mrs. ______,” who was shuttling messages back and forth between Mrs. Warner and Cassidy, and left “two sentences” relating to “private matters” blank, each marked by three asterisks. The holographic version of the letter indicates that the intermediary’s name was Mrs. Rummel. The other two passages were: “I understand you and Matt named your boy Rex Leroy after me, thank you,” and “I am sorry to hear about your leg.”

Mrs. Rummel, also spelled Romel and Rumel, was Mrs. Warner’s mother. A modern forger could easily have inserted her name along with the allusion to the leg, as both references appear in standard Wild Bunch histories. However, Rex Leroy, the Warners’ son’s name and its homage to Cassidy do not. In fact, historian Charles Kelly has him born after Warner’s trial, not before, which would have tripped up a forger relying on secondary sources. Lacy, however, has said that he was aware of Rex Leroy’s being born before the trial and having been named after Cassidy. Could he have mentioned this to Hofmann during their conversations?

Like the 1890 letter, the 1896 letter is written in pencil. The script appears to the casual observer as being more studied and tentative than the 1890 letter. There are also some unexplained anomalies. Two words are misspelled in the holographic version – “writing” and “party” – that are correct in the Herald’s
text, and a word misspelled in the Herald’s text—“white” for “write”—is spelled correctly in the holographic version. In the former case, did the newspaper’s typesetter correct Cassidy’s misspelling; and in the latter case, did he make an error? Or are these examples of a forger’s carelessness?

A Connecticut auction house pulled the 1896 letter from its June 1987 catalog after learning that “it had been in the hands of Mark Hofmann at one time.” A private collector later purchased it.

Preston, damned or not

In 2000, Fouts purchased from Ashworth the last of the trio of Cassidy documents, the “Damn you Preston” note. He recalled Ashworth’s having said that it had once been owned by the Utah State Historical Society, but that it had been sold by the society in exchange for other items it was more eager to own.

But there are other memories. Jennifer Larson, an antiquarian book dealer in New York who has looked into Hofmann’s non-Mormon forgeries, thought that Ashworth told her that he had acquired the “Damn you Preston” note from Hofmann, who said he had obtained it from the Utah State Historical Society. (She also remembered that a photocopy of the 1890 letter was removed from Hofmann’s home during the 1985 murder investigation.)

More recently, however, Ashworth said he thought that he had purchased the note from Lyn Jacobs, who had told him that he had obtained it from Melvin Smith, who was then at the Utah State Historical Society. Jacobs was a rare book dealer and close friend and business associate of Hofmann’s. In a 1986 interview, when Hofmann was under investigation, but before he was charged with murder and forgery, Jacobs described their relationship: “There were times when Mark and I combined forces, as it were.” On the question of Hofmann’s having forged the controversial Salamander letter, Jacobs said: “If you’re suggesting Mark forged it, it is not possible. Mark Hofmann is not a forger. I don’t think Mark even knows how.” (Subsequent forensic analysis determined that Hofmann had forged the letter.) He denied that Hofmann had forged anything, and suggested that such claims were made by “people [who] just simply don’t like certain documents.”

Rick Grunder, a LaFayette, New York, rare book and document dealer specializing in Mormon history, was close to Jacobs for years and also knew Hofmann. He said that Hofmann took advantage of the naive Jacobs, whom Grunder described as “a nerdy scholar,” to sell his
forged manuscripts. One of his methods, said Grunder, was using unsuspecting friends to unload his frauds. Indeed, until shortly before Hofmann entered a guilty plea, Jacobs held fast to his belief that Hofmann was a close personal friend and a phenomenon of the manuscript world. Crushed by later disclosures of his many crimes, Jacobs complained that Hofmann had defrauded him of more than $80,000, harmed his reputation, and "got less [punishment] than he deserved." Boston document dealer Kenneth W. Rendell, another of Hofmann’s victims, told a Utah newspaper that "Hofmann rarely took credit for his finds. Instead, he’d use friends and associates to sell the documents or sometimes even plant a forgery for someone else to find." Brigham Young University librarian David Whittaker has made the argument that Hofmann’s associates bear some responsibility for the forger’s activities. Indeed, Jacobs’ relationship with Hofmann turned out to be more complicated than he had earlier let on. During the preliminary hearings in the bombing-forgery case, Jacobs said that he had been untruthful about the provenance of the now notorious salamander letter. Hofmann, Jacobs admitted, had asked him to tell potential buyers that he, not Hofmann, had discovered the letter, and so Jacobs had invented a story about finding the letter in New York. Hofmann also paid Jacobs $5,000 from the proceeds of the letter’s sale.

Melvin Smith, from whom Ashworth recalled Jacobs saying that he obtained the "Damn you Preston" note, was the director of the Utah State Historical Society from 1971 to 1985. Contacted recently, Smith, said that he had never heard of Lyn Jacobs, nor the note for that matter, and that in any event the society would never have sold or traded away such a historically important document. The society’s records support Smith’s statement. There is no indication that it has ever even owned an original of the "Damn you Preston" note. All it has ever had was a photocopy.

The text of the "Damn you Preston" note was first published in 1938 in Charles Kelly’s Outlaw Trail. According to Kelly, sometime in late 1899 or early 1900, Douglas A. Preston, Cassidy’s longtime Wyoming defense lawyer, was asked by a prominent Utah attorney, representing the Union Pacific Railroad, to broker a truce with Cassidy whereby the outlaw would renounce robbing trains in return for the UP’s hiring him as an express guard. Preston arranged to meet Cassidy at Lost Soldier Pass, reportedly forty-five miles north of Rock Springs, Wyoming. Preston, however, was delayed by a storm and arrived at the designated spot a day late. Cassidy was nowhere to be seen. About to get back on his buckboard, Preston,

...disgusted with his fruitless effort, savagely kicked at a flat stone lying under the lone cedar where the meeting was to have taken place. Underneath it he found a piece of paper. On it Cassidy had written:

"Damn you, Preston, you have double-crossed me. I waited all day but you didn’t show up. Tell the U.P. to go to hell. And you can go with them."

Preston rode to Brown’s Hole to see
Butch shortly after this episode, but Cassidy wouldn’t talk to him.\textsuperscript{68}

There are slight variations between the Kelly text and the holographic original. Kelly has a comma between “Damn you” and “Preston,” and a hyphen in “double-crossed.” The comma and hyphen are absent in the holographic version. Similarly, Kelly renders one phrase, “you didn’t show up,” while the original has it “you did not show up.” Finally, in Kelly, “And you can go with them” is a complete sentence, while in the original, “and you can go with them” appears to be part of a compound sentence. Did Kelly carelessly copy the note or did a forger carelessly \textit{copy} Kelly?

These are trifling anomalies compared to the circumstances of the note’s writing and discovery, as related by Kelly, which suggest that it is apocryphal. That is, the note might never have existed in the first place. First, it is unlikely that the Union Pacific would have offered a wanted criminal a post as an express guard. Second, Preston was Cassidy’s old friend and defense lawyer. If he had failed to show up for a meeting, which was, after all, out in the middle of nowhere, would Cassidy have immediately accused him of a double-cross and refused to talk to him for months? In fact, wouldn’t Cassidy have weathered the same storm? Third, what about the note? It’s written in ink. Cassidy was carrying a pen and ink in his saddlebags? Doubtful. And the note is not scribbled as it might have been by someone dashing off a message, using a saddle for a desk. The script is careful and neat, as if it had been written at a desk. Fourth, he hid it under a rock? Which just happened to be the rock Preston just happened in his disgust to “savagely kick?” The story of the note is too good to be true, and sounds more like a folktale designed to excuse Cassidy’s later crimes.\textsuperscript{68}

The Hofmann cloud vs. the Cretan paradox

None of the three questioned Butch Cassidy letters has an established provenance beyond the early 1980s, and the narrative of how they came into the hands of document dealers is fogged by conflicting recollections, memory lapses, and a lack of records. None of the three letters has apparently ever been forensically tested. Mark Hofmann’s nimble fingers and those of his associates touched all three. Steve Lacy’s explanations about his role in discovering them—or not discovering them—and his dealings with Hofmann range between the contradictory and the incredible. Was Lacy another Lyn Jacobs, gullied by the cunning forger? Even today, Lacy is one of the few people, in Utah or anywhere, who discounts the extent of Hofmann’s frauds.

One man who could help untangle the mess is Hofmann himself, assuming his statements would have any credence. An inquiry to him at the Utah State Prison in Draper remains, as of this writing, unanswered.\textsuperscript{70}

End Notes
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**Tom Waggoner**

*Continued from Page 18*

Wyoming. Less that two months later he became one of the suspects, along with Fred Coates, for trying to murder Nate Champion. The Waggoner lynching, the lynching of Cattle Kate and Jim Averill two years earlier, and the attempt on Nate Champion were all precursors of the Johnson County Invasion in April 1892.
Article Jars Loose Additional Information

Dear Editor:

The publication of “Cloud Over Cassidy Letters” in the Spring 2002 WOLA Journal jarred loose additional information. The Utah State Historical Society did have a transaction with Mark Hofmann. In 1983, it traded Hofmann what appeared to have been the page proofs of Matt Warner and Murray King’s Last of the Bandit Riders for a document bearing on the Mountain Meadows Massacre. Hofmann tossed into the bargain a packet of personal papers pertaining to George Montgomery Scott, Salt Lake City’s first non-Mormon mayor. Former USHS Manuscripts Curator Gary Topping told me that he thought that Lyn Jacobs, one of Hofmann’s associates, might have actually handled the transaction. The Mountain Meadows document later turned out to be a forgery. Topping said that as far as he knows, that was the only dealing the USHS had with Hofmann.

The USHS itself could find no other records of communications with Hofmann, but did find a photocopy of Butch Cassidy’s 1890 letter to his brother, Dan Parker, which had been donated by Steve Lacy, who had written on it, “Copyright 1983 Steve Lacy. No copies to be made.” When I interviewed him some months ago, Lacy had denied discovering the 1890 letter and downplayed his connection to it, in spite of the fact that Salt Lake Tribune columnist Harold Schindler had written a story in 1983 crediting him with discovering it, and illustrated it with a photograph of Lacy holding the letter. Schindler’s article was supported by the others who said that Lacy had once had the original of the letter, which some recalled had first come from Hofmann. Why Lacy had attempted to copyright Cassidy’s 1890 letter (a futile gesture because one cannot copyright someone else’s correspondence) is a mystery. Regardless, the letter’s authenticity remains under a cloud.

On a separate matter, in my article I cited a Utah librarian who had argued that “Hofmann’s associates bear some responsibility for the forger’s activities.” I understood that reference to mean those who were working for Hofmann, not dealers or collectors, such as Brent Ashworth, who had been victimized by him.

Daniel Buck
Washington, DC

Correction

In the Fall, 2002, WOLA Journal article “Whispering Smith vs Bat Masterson,” Lawrence R. Reno’s name was listed incorrectly. We regret the error.